[Pulmonary gas transfer in pediatrics (carbon monoxide and dioxide)].
In pediatrics, measurements of gaseous transfer in steady-state (SS) are easily applied. Nevertheless, interpretation of results is uncertain because predicted values depend on numerous metabolic and ventilatory parameters. In healthy subjects, the only invariant parameter of reference, beside the blood gas, is the CO uptake (VCO) when normalized by the reject of CO2 (VCO2). Theoretically, a deficit of VCO/VCO2 (VCOSpecifique = SpVCO) should not be observed on a young asthmatic in remission. Such a deficit should be due to either a circulatory impairment of the "gas-exchanging organ" or an alveolary ventilation failure. However, the respiratory equivalent for CO2 (V/VCO2) increases in case of hyperventilation. When not observed at rest, hyperventilation can occur at exercise, that can again induce a non specific bronchitic hyperreactivity. To define links: 1) between the spirometry of the young asthmatic and the value of ERCO2 and CO tests; 2) between a circulatory anomaly and the value of SpVCO. The asthmatic adolescents aged between 10 and 20 were separated from infants (age < 10) and classified in three degrees of spirometrical alteration according to the maximum expiratory flow when 25% of the forced vital capacity remains in the lung (V25) and the residual volume (RV); 48 adolescents were examined at rest and 17 were exercising on a cyclo-ergometer. Two adolescents with circulatory anomaly, one by idiopathic pulmonary hemosiderosis (IPH), the other by agenesia of the left lung were examined at rest and exercise. In asthmatics at rest the three degrees of spirometric alteration differed from one another in ERCO2 and classical CO tests; SpVCO alone was not altered at rest or during exercise. However the deficit of SpVCO, confirmed during the exercise, was significant in HPI. Simple and quick simultaneous measurements of (FICO-FECO) and FECO2 allows one to detect hyperventilation of young asthmatic subjects at rest and during exercise, or can confirm a circulatory anomaly.